
The essence of life is not a feeling of being, of 

existence, but a feeling of participation in a flowing 

onward, necessarily expressed in terms of time, 

and secondarily expressed in terms of space. 

-Gaston Bache lard, The Poetics o{Spoce 

Open the latch on the front gate to the sculptor Barbara Cooper's garden. Inside this magical place-located on a standard city lot 

in the middle of Chicago-the density, texture and multiple layers of greenery exude a verdant aroma. Tall lattices of tomato vines 

dwarf the visitor, with beets, kale, squash, chard, carrots, string beans, raspberries, blueberries-17 fruits and vegetables in all-

15 herb plants and seven different kinds of lettuces, neatly crowding every square inch of the soil. Cooper has planted pounds and 

pounds of bulbs, too, and the garden evolves constantly from one week to the next as some of the more than 100 different kinds of 

plants spring up and others wilt and fall back until the next cycle of growth. 

Walk to the back of Cooper's property, past her narrow, witchy 105-year-old house, with its dark red front door and green steps 

with purple banisters, and look up at the towering 50-year-old Siberian elms which canopy the winding, slender paths crisscrossing 

the garden. Can this site really be a meager 30-by-125-foot piece of urban land? The only sounds seem to be the exhalation and 

rustling of trees. Through the bright window of Cooper's studio, overlooking the garden at ground level, you spy the artist hovering 

over what looks like a rough-hewn tree trunk. Inside the studio, it becomes clear that the torquing seven-foot-tall structure is not 

another Siberian elm but a hollow sculpture shingled up from the inside with thousands of hand-shaped layers of paper-thin wood 

veneer. Cooper staples and glues each small piece, then removes the staples when the glue sets. The process takes months, 
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